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Trends
In digital commerce, we witness a change in
customer behaviour which calls for new
organizational and technological strategies.
Brands and retailers need to be able to grow
their digital business in a time, where
customer journeys are increasingly
fragmented and new touch-points are
emerging. Customer-facing sales channels
have grown from the standard storefront and
desktop webstore to contact points on
mobile, television and streaming media, social
media and IoT devices.
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Monolith Commerce
Until recently, digital commerce platforms were almost
exclusively deployed by monolith architectures. While this
type of framework remains a viable and revenue-producing
platform for many enterprises today, it also poses
challenges. Heavy, feature rich and slow, monolith
commerce platforms provide too much of what is
unneeded. Moreover, frontend templating logic is geared
towards classic, browser-based ecommerce sites and
webshops. As a result, monolith frameworks such as
Prestashop, Magento, Hybris and others, are not nimble
enough to deliver what is required within a reasonable time,
or built to scale.
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Client Needs
The business driver for increased enterprise agility is
the customer and experience-led commerce, which
requires faster and more flexible platforms. A
business’ commerce platform should be a revenueenabler and not its handicap when it comes to quick
response to market demands. With monolith
architectures, out-of-the-box is a gray area and
integration seems to consume implementation –
often at the sacrifice of the customer experience.
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Our Solution
Contrary to a single monolithic application that
handles all business logic and offers all features,
SentecaCommerce’s high-speed cloud-native, APIfirst, event-driven approach, powered by
microservice architecture, encapsulates each
business capability into individual services and lets
them interact with each other. The result:
▪ Increased page-speed
▪ Reduced software complexity
▪ Unlimited flexibility

▪ Rapid application development with
unified real-time data
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PROBLEMS WITH

MONOLITH
E-COMMERCE PLATFORMS
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Problems With
Monolith eCommerce Platforms

API

Lack Of API-first
Headless Approach
Lack of API-first headless approach
makes integrating new touchpoints
and testing new features a

nightmare from a business and
development standpoint.

Installed
Plugins

APP

ORDER

Installed plugins cause extremely
complex queries to the database
and loading of unneeded resources
which makes page-load times

dramatically slower.

Rigid
Templating Logic
Front-end is limited to the

ERP

PRICING

PAYMENT

CMS

OMS

PRODUCT

INVENTORY

CRM

CART

SQL DB

capabilities of the rigid templating
logic.
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Problems With
Monolith eCommerce Platforms

Organic
Traffic –
No Campaign

SERVICE
UNAVAILABLE

APPLICATION

0-20
users

DATABASE

200-50000
users
10-30 sec
Or service unavailable

1-3 sec

High Degree of
Complexity

Cannot Deliver The
Best Performance

Very Hard to Scale
Horizontally

Tightly coupled components with high

Usage of relational databases makes

Very hard and sometimes

degree of complexity have the single

them very-difficult to scale, cripples

impossible to scale horizontally in

point of failure problem, which makes

flexibility and cannot deliver the best

order to handle traffic spikes.

quality attributes like high availability

performance.

and fault tolerance impossible.
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Problems With
Monolith eCommerce Platforms

Lack of proper observability

Require Downtime

Lack of proper observability, disaster recovery

Monolith architectures most often require

and fault tolerance capabilities makes these

downtime when performing updates.

solutions incompatible with mission critical
businesses requiring highly available systems.
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OUR

SOLUTION
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Our Solution

Fully Managed Commerce as a Service
We handle the grunt work for you. Fixes, patches, updates,
features, performance improvements, security, monitoring
and everything in between so you can sleep better.

Fully Dedicated Resources
Our solution is deployed in your cloud to the preferred
region with tied to your business configurations making you
the only owner of the data and the resources. Forget about
sharing system resources, tenancy models, stealing data and
any other limitations. It is yours, we just manage it for you.
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Our Solution
APP

100% Cloud-native
Elastic computing that matches supply with demand.
Increased innovation. Industry leading security.

100% Headless

APP

APP

APP

APP

ERP

PIM

CRM

WMS

CMS

OMS

PRODUCT

INVENTORY

CART

PRICING

PAYMENT

ORDER

NOSQL

NOSQL

NOSQL

NOSQL

NOSQL

NOSQL

Headless approach. Add any touch point you can think of.

API-first
API

API-first and event-driven service layer abstracted away from
direct consuming applications, with full CI/CD and autoscaling capabilities. Future-proofs your business and makes
any kind of integration possible.
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Our Solution

Microservicespowered Architecture

SHOP

CAR

State-of-the-art microservicespowered architecture and

WEARABLE

B2B

reliability. Enables capabilities like
zero-downtime deployments (i.e.
software components are updated

IoT

VOICE

without downtime), automatic
scaling and downscaling, and
automatic recovery. Ensures agile

APPS

SOCIAL

development, shorter release

cycles and faster time-to-market.

VR

MORE
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Our Solution

Blazing Fast Speed
<100ms
API serves
content

Fast API
Usage of global CDN cache and micro services on
top of NoSQL technologies gives our API the ability
to serve content in <100ms.

Front-end Development
<1s

Page-load
times

Progressive edge rendering. Our web solution is
using novel approaches in the front-end

development giving you the ability to serve dynamic
pages as static content and to mix between client &
server side rendering. This ensures <1s page load
times and best user experience.
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Our Solution

Business Elasticity
Cluster and database can scale
and downscale horizontally to

Unlimited Scalability
Monolith Vertical
scaling
(increase site of instance
(RAM, CPU, etc.))

Microservices Horizontal
scaling
(Add more instances)

match demand. This unlocks
business elasticity and brings
numerous competitive
advantages.

Front-End
Front-end is decoupled from
back-end and could be scaled

independently of the back-end.
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Our Solution

Complete Flexibility

API-first Approach
Our event-driven API-first
approach allows clients to
quickly and easily integrate
any touchpoint or network
enabled system.
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Our Solution

Website 1

Website 2

Website 3

Truly Global Platform From Ground Up
Marketplace

Multi-store

Multilanguage

Multicurrency

Multiwarehouse
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Our Solution

SEO Optimized
Independent Navigation
Links/Meta
Title/Descriptions/Alt Tags
Robots no-index capabilities
Auto XML sitemap

Independent H1 headings
Canonical URLs
Search Engine Optimization

301 redirects
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Our Solution

Guaranteed Availability, Highest Data Security and Disaster Recovery
Capabilities

World Class Security

High Availability
Capability to deploy and
replicate to multiple
availability and disaster
recovery

99.9% SLA
Guaranteed

All systems are hosted in data
centers with world-class
security

Back-up
All data is backed up and
stored in multiple locations
for maximum security

Cluster and database have
99.9% SLA guaranteed by
google and MongoDB
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Our Solution

System Observability
Monitoring

Monitoring and alarming on
100% of resources.

Service Map

Monitoring

Alerting

Troubleshooting

Troubleshooting
Precise troubleshooting
capabilities.

Smart gateway

Exporter

KNATIVE

Visibility

100% visibility on system
events and processes.

Adapter

Smart Agent

Customer VPC
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Our Solution

Reduced Total Cost of Ownership
Fully managed
solution

No resources
needed to maintain,
update, fix and
support the system

Elastic pay-as-you-go
model
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Who Utilizes Headless + API + Microservices
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Technological Ecosystem
DNS & CDN
▫ Google Clouds DNS
▫ Google Clouds CDN
▫ CloudFlare

Web Client
▫ React.js
▫ Next.js
▫ Gatsby.js

Gateway
▫ Google Cloud Endpoints
▫ Istio Gateway

Microservices &
Orchestration
▫ Kubernetes
▫ Node.js
▫ Fastify.js

Serverless Functions
▫ Google Cloud Functions

Messaging
▫ Google Cloud Pub-Sub

Observability
▫ Istio
▫ Google Stackdriver
▫ Pingdom

Databases
▫ MongoDB
▫ ElasticSearch
▫ Google Cloud SQL
▫ Google Cloud Datastore
▫ Google Cloud Memorystore

Infrastructure
▫ Terraform
▫ Google Kubernetes Engine
▫ Docker
▫ Google Container Registry
▫ Helm

Processes & Flow
▫ DevOps
▫ Scrum/Kanban on JIRA
▫ Gitflow & Github flow
▫ Pair Programming
▫ Code Review
▫ Slack

Testing
▫ Jest
▫ Cypress
▫ Puppeteer

CI/CD
▫ CircleCi
▫ Google Cloud Build
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